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We have once again gone through an even�ul term here at Grey 
that has just breezed by us. The winter sports season finished a 
while back and I'm glad that we all finished on a high note. The 
1�� Hockey XI should really be commended for finishing the 
season with their highest tally of 99 goals scored. That's just 
superb. The @greyistrash account on Instagram, formed by 
Selbornians, disappeared quite quickly a�er we whitewashed 
them on the Philip Field. Also, 'Pushing Season' is finally over 
with the comple�on of the very successful and enjoyable Grade 
11 Camp.

We are also almost done with all the major Cadet ac�vi�es for 
the year. The Cadet Day was highly successful but definitely 
missed was the Promo�on Parade for next year's rank bearers. 

40 Days was fun for the Matrics as they got up to their usual 
an�cs, but that is all I'll say. Boda Daypot was again, in my 
opinion, a bit biased – but that's coming from a Dayboy… 
Anyhow, I would just like to say well done to Bulumko Nthuthu 
for bea�ng the Clock Tower with an astounding �me of 19,7 
seconds, becoming the first boy to beat the Clock Tower in 28 
years. I just find it astonishing that on the day people were not 
really celebra�ng the fact that he beat the Clock Tower, just the 
fact that he did not beat the record. He achieved something 
that should definitely be celebrated!

The atmosphere today in society is disheartening, what with 
the incidents happening at schools and crime in general around 
the country. We are all being painted in a bad light and we 
should actually be part of the solu�on to problems in our 
country instead of aggrava�ng them by only excessively 
defending ourselves and diver�ng a�en�on. These have been 
many of the first reac�ons to the recent rise in the 
#MenAreTrash movement. Rather, we should be looking deep 

into ourselves for what we stand for and what we think is right. 
Only by knowing who we are and what we stand for can we truly 
contribute to something to the best of our ability – in this case 
to tackling the problems that face our society. 

The Greek philosopher Socrates once said, “My friend… care for 
your psyche… know thyself, for once we know ourselves, we 
may learn how to care for ourselves.” Other people will look to 
us to protect and care for them, but before that, we should be 
able to protect and care for ourselves. Only then will we be able 
to do what is expected of us, once we know our own strengths 
and weaknesses, iden�fied not just by ourselves but also with 
the help of others. 

We have been seen as how we are being portrayed right now 
because of a few bad apples that make up a very small 
percentage. It is our responsibility to ensure that firstly, these 
bad apples are not seen as representa�ve of us all and secondly, 
we are a shining example to others in terms of how to act and be 
responsible and respec�ul in the way we conduct ourselves. 
Thirdly, we should also understand what others are saying and 
where they are coming from before we react. This is done by 
actually listening and processing what you hear. We can change 
people's opinions and percep�ons on such an issue but how we 
do it is paramount to how successful we will be in achieving this 
goal. 

On a lighter note, the managers of some social media pages are 
matricula�ng soon so the search for their successors are on. I 
hope they find worthy successors who will do their 
predecessors and us proud. We hope that our Matrics enjoyed 
the short break from school, but that they also used it to 
prepare for the very important final exams. We wish them the 
best of luck!

To the rest of the school, the holiday is over and it is �me to 
refocus and prepare ourselves for the ac�vi�es of the fourth 
term. Good luck for the exams which are fast approaching. 
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By Oliver Roode

Grade 11 Camp

2

The 26�� of August marked the start of the annual leadership camp for the Grade 11's. They embarked 
on their journey in a forehead-swea�ng temperature. However, the weather that was to come would 
be far worse. The drive to Cradock Spa consisted of never-ending banter and specula�ons on just how 
luxurious our spa experience would be.

On arrival, many expecta�ons of the spa were short met. In 
fact, it was far from what the name en�tled. We were met 
with ancient old tents that looked as if they themselves had 
served in the Second World War. A�er a tedious hour of 
se�ng up the fossils, the night had already made its way 
over the Cradock sky. The first task on the 5-day camp 
included team naming, banner building and war-cry 
crea�ng.  The names of 6 teams on camp included The 
Duptas, The Craddicts, The Gerries Angels, Knysna Lauries, 
Pineapple Express and the Zamalekkas. 

Throughout the course of the camp, each team would partake in two ac�vi�es a day. This means in total, each team would partake 
in 6 ac�vi�es. Abseiling was a highlight for many of those on camp (well, at least for those who built up enough courage to walk 
down a 55-metre cliff face). A select few spent an en�re morning or a�ernoon on the mountain, only to walk back down once 
everyone else had finished. River ra�ing was once again a massive highlight of the camp for 
most. Consis�ng of a 10km paddle, plenty of rapids and a drop off that led to some extremely 
interes�ng photos. 

Unfortunately, that is where most of the fun ended at the Cradock Spa. The rest of the ac�vi�es 
le� you either on the edge of hypothermia or a mental breakdown. The mental breakdown 
being an effect that the team building, or should I say team breaking, had on a person. Just the 

mere fact that it could take a 
team a full 55 minutes to fill up 
a container of water with a few holes in it speaks for itself. The 
obstacle course had its ups and most certainly downs for some – 
the pros almost always coming as a result of another student's 
cons. To put it in simple terms, having to balance on a soaked and 
slippery beam whilst �red never ends well. A few Grade 11s can 
expect some flat-headed children. Overall the obstacle course 
s�ll brought its fair share of laughs and joyful moments, but 
unfortunately for some, their memories will not be so fond. 

The remaining ac�vi�es consisted of paintballing and ra� 
building. Two strange but fun ac�vi�es in themselves. The 

paintball ul�mately came down to who had more boys on their side who could not feel the pain of the bullets. The rounds weren't 
exactly the most exci�ng part the ac�vity, however. The “gauntlet run”, as it was named by the marshalls, involved a boy having to 
run while ge�ng pelted by countless paintballs as a result of misbehaviour during the ac�vity. Well most of the �mes it was as a 
result of misbehaviour, on rare occasions it was because of 
an act of pure stupidity: volunteering. Ra� building is pre�y 
self-explanatory. It included teams struggling to stay afloat 
in frostbite temperature water – the ul�mate spa 
experience.

Overall, the freezing cold temperatures and the discomfort 
at night ul�mately bonded the Class of 2020 closer together. 
The ac�vi�es led to hilariously funny memories and for 
some, permanent PTSD. The Grade 11's as a whole would 
just like give another much needed word of thanks to Mr 
Scholtz, Mr Osborne, Mr Botha and all the housemasters 
that made the camp the success that it was. 



The Bodas looked down and out. What followed was one 
of the best comebacks the Philip Field has seen in a long 
�me. Phira “Faf de Klerk” Madolo brought out the world 
class vision to find Larkquin Goliath for a try in the right 
corner, just before half �me.

The second half was visibly one of pure ruthlessness and 
physicality. Frustra�on and compe��veness resulted in 
heated exchanges between the school's best players. The 
skilful and speedy Goliath brought the Bodas within 4 

points of the Dayboys with his 
second try of the day. With a 
minute le� on the clock the 
courageous Bodas executed a 
perfect counter ruck to steal the 
ball back from the �me-killing 
Dayboys. What followed is s�ll 
unfathomable to this day. A�er 
a period of excellent pod play 
between the forwards, the ball 
was spread to the backline and 
into the hands of none other 

than Larkquin Goliath. A�er a perfect dummy pass and 
inside step, the hat trick hero do�ed down for his third try 
of the day. 

The Bodas rose victorious on the day and extended their 
unbeaten streak to a 12�� consecu�ve year. 

There was much an�cipa�on and nerves in the Grey High 
School boys as the day of the 8�� of August dawned on the 
Rectory Astro and Philip Field. A�er an entertaining Coke 
Races featuring some interes�ng team names (Jollers vs 
Non-Jollers and Not Birdman vs Not Birdman), the boys 
were treated to an outstanding Quad Race performance by 
Bulumko Nthuthu. He gave a stellar effort running in at 
19.7 seconds, bea�ng the clock tower in the process. 
However, he came up just short of Greg Miller's record of 
19.6 seconds. Well done, lad!

The gees and camaraderie amongst both the Dayboys and 
Bodas alongside the Rectory Astro were prominent. 
Despite some outstanding 
performances from the Bodas, a 
side that featured mostly non-
First Team players and juniors, 
the Dayboys came out on top. 
The final score of the �ghtly 
contested game was 3-2.

The �me had come… The 
highlight of the day was the 
much-an�cipated Boda vs 
Dayboy rugby game. All will 
agree that the two sides were the most evenly matched 
teams Grey has witnessed in many years. Bone-crunching 
tackles and beau�fully worked moves were innumerable 
on the day. 

The Dayboys drew first blood halfway through the first half 
with a masterful backline move which allowed Reece 
Hancocks to dot it down in the le� corner. Ma�hew Easton 
executed a brilliant conversion to make it 7-0. Hlumelo 
Klaas sniped around the ruck a short while a�er, bea�ng 
two defenders and scoring a try in the process. Easton 
made it 14-0. 

By Daniel Reardon

B do a
D y oa p t
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By Oscar Stickells

Welcome Mrs Fiona Wilson
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How long have you been a teacher and where were you previously teaching?
I have been a teacher for more than 20 years and the last place I was teaching was in Johannesburg at Trinity 
House High School.

What is the best part about teaching?

It has to be the pupils! Many teachers say it’s the holidays, and that is definitely a bonus too. I love coming to 

school knowing that no day is going to be the same as the previous one and no class is ever going to be the 

same as one before, so there's lots and lots of variety.

Why did you decide to come to Grey?

Well I have just recently moved to PE and it's the best school in the city so where else would I want to go?

What has been your favourite thing about Grey so far?

I liked the Farmers’ Market and the derby weekend against Selborne – that was very exci�ng! Also the Quad Race which was amazing!

How would you describe yourself in three words?
Fair, enthusias�c, efficient

If you weren't a teacher, what would you be?
Well, when I first le� school, I studied languages at university and I wanted to be a translator for the Bri�sh embassies and travel around 
the world.

What was your most memorable experience of your school days?

I went to five different junior schools and only two high schools, but probably the senior years in your high school as they are just more 

memorable because you have a bit more freedom. I went to a convent in Zululand called St Catherine's and the whole of  my Matric year 

was absolutely amazing. One of the highlights was the night of the Matric Dance where we hadn't gone to bed at all. It was a Catholic 

school and the next morning was mass, so we were all in mass s�ll in our Matric Dance dresses! That was fun.

By Craig van Loggerenberg

Mr Christopher Townsin

What is your happiest memory in your Grey blazer?
Too many to men�on. Some�mes you only realize the value of something a�erwards. I would encourage 
you to reflect on the memories you are making every day at school (without even realizing it), and value and 
treasure them.

If you could re-live your life, what would you change?
Nothing. I am grateful for every experience, both good and bad, as it has shaped me into who I am today and 
that is exactly the person I am meant to be at this very moment.
I like to inhale posi�ve energy and exhale any nega�vity. I don't worry about things out of my control or 
about things that could go wrong. I choose to focus on what is right. I like to think of solu�ons for problems 
that may arise.

If you could teach any subject, what would you teach?
I am a great believer that I can do anything and be anyone. Even though I could probably teach any subject (except Afrikaans), I am 
happiest in Biology.

Do you have any pets? If so, what are they and what are their names?
Yes, I have a Rhodesian Ridgeback. His name is Nelson, Lord Nelson.



By Thomas Smith

Farewell Mr Bigara & Mr Ekron
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When did you matriculate from Grey and was it your 
dream to return as a teacher and coach? 
I matriculated in 2010 and at that �me my inten�ons were 
to study law and play hockey at a high level. It was only in 
2013 that I realized that educa�on was my passion and my 
calling in life. Of course, being in PE there is only one school 
in which I wanted to be involved!

What are your plans for the future?
Well I have just signed a two-year contract with Sevenoaks 
Hockey Club in Kent, UK as a head coach of the juniors and 
assistant coach/player to the Men's 1�� Team. In my life I 
really don't plan too far into the future, I take it one year at 
a �me and see where the road takes me.

What will you miss most about Grey?
Grey has a very special place in my heart. It has been my 
home for the last 7 years where I have learnt all my tricks of 
the trade. I will miss the sports office and all the banter we 
have in there. It’s not o�en you wake up every morning 
exited to go to work. I will miss my squash boys, and of 
course, I will miss coaching the 1�� Team Hockey. Coaching 
the First Team this year has been an honour and a privilege, 
and a highlight in my coaching career. I have loved every 
second of it.

A�er an impressive season with the 1�� Team Hockey, 
what has stood out for you? 
The 'buy in' I had from the players was very impressive. At 
the start of the season I had a mee�ng with the squad and 
told them what I wanted to change and the way I wanted 
them to play hockey. You can have the best game plan in 
the world but if you don't have the 'buy in' from every 
single player, your plan will fall flat. Luckily the boys bought 
into my plan.

If you had to give a piece of advice to the Grey men what 
would it be?
Don't take life so seriously. Laugh and don't be afraid to 
laugh at yourself.

When did you matriculate from Grey and was it your 
dream to return as a teacher and coach?
I matriculated in 2005. My dream wasn't revolving around 
a posi�on but more so in being a good person, which then 
became teaching and coaching. Making your hobby your 
job is a blessing.

Why are you leaving Grey and what is your plan for the 
future?
I am moving to Doha in Qatar to con�nue teaching. I plan 
to build up capital, do some travelling and spend good 
�mes with friends and family.

A�er being involved at this school for so long, what will 
you miss most?
The family, presence, history and ethos. The forever busy 
campus and escaping to the river every a�ernoon and 
weekend.

As head of rowing, what has stood out for you 
throughout the years? 
The camaraderie and understanding between the U14 and 
senior boys, as well as the real-life lessons faced between 
coaches, parents, the school and the boys.

If you had to give a final piece of advice to the Grey boys 
what would it be?
Remember that there is always a point of reference and 
that reference is what you make of it.

  

 
 



By William Wedderburn

Grey vs Grey
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Every year we have our biggest derby of the year, and this 
was one to remember. Having had great success the derby 
before, the en�rety of Grey was filled with confidence for 
our derby against one of, if not the toughest school in the 
country, known as ‘Grey Bloem’.

The Derby started out well with most of our hockey teams 
winning against Grey College. The success carried on all the 
way un�l Saturday with the 
number of games won si�ng at 7 
out of 13, with 4 draws and 2 
losses. The 4 draws were all 
closely contended with it being 
the 4�� Team, U16C, U14A and the 
U14B teams. For the last away 
d e r b y,  w e  a c h i e v e d  a  w i n 
percentage of 54%, but if we 
exclude the draws it moves up to 

By Rohan Naidoo

Who is the Javelin Man?

His name was Kim Downing, an Old Grey. But most of us know him as the silver surfer or the Javelin Man. Although he may 
have some odd nicknames, he is a delicate artwork adored by many each day. He has been in the quad for so long now; I 
wonder what he would have to say about his experiences at the Grey? 

How did the chimes of the Tower sound 80 years ago compared to today? Another thing to note is that he's seen more Quad 
Races than anyone. The event is most likely the beloved sculpture's favourite �me of the year. His least favourite �me of the 
year would most likely be 40 Days. How did the poor guy feel when his 
'spear' was stolen away from him in 2018? Or, when anyone dresses 
him up as they please? Thinking about this rhetorical ques�on, I don't 
think he would have minded too much, as some would say any sort of 
clothing item would do 'Norrin Radd' well.  He has also experienced 
countless Remembrance Day services and open evenings as well. 
One wonders if the Javelin Man would look into a student's eyes, and 
possibly decipher if the pupil would one day greet him again as a Grey 
Man. 

Ge�ng back to the ques�on, however: who is the Javelin Man? As far as I'm concerned, he's a Grey Man through and 
through.

78%. We had 34 goals for and 13 goals against. 

The First Team also had a great game, winning 4-0 and 
ending off their last away derby well.

The rugby teams, 
h o w e v e r,  t o o k 
strain. We put up a 
g r e a t  fi g h t  b u t 
struggled against 
the best team in 
the country. We 
fought valiantly, 
but in the end we were defeated by our stronger 
opposi�on. Overall the weekend went well with us 
winning the hockey and unfortunately losing the rugby. 



By Thomas Daniels

Top Summer Transfers for the 
2019/20 Season
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 Antoine Griezmann

Barcelona have signed French interna�onal forward, Antoine Griezmann from their La Liga rivals, 
Atle�co Madrid, a�er paying a fee of €120m. The deal made Griezmann the world's sixth most 
expensive signing, although it was not all a bed of roses. Shortly a�er Barcelona announced the 
signing, Atle�co responded by saying the buyout clause was insufficient and even accused Barcelona 
and Griezmann of disrespect. The specula�ons and accusa�ons which surrounded this deal were 
revealed to be true. Now that Griezmann has transferred, the rivalry between the two power-house 
clubs will be fiercer than ever before. We can expect big things from the 28-year-old football sensa�on 
in the 2019/20 season.

João Félix

Atle�co Madrid's capture of João Félix brought some new hope to the club a�er the major loss of 28-
year-old Antoine Griezmann. Atle�co confirmed the signing of the teenage prodigy in a massive 
€126m deal from benfica. Félix took the number 7 shirt off Barcelona bound Griezmann. The club did 
not only obliterate their own transfer record, but they also made Félix the fourth most expensive 
player in  football history and one of the most expensive teenagers in the world. I mean when the label, 
"the new Cris�ano Ronaldo" has followed you around for a year, you know the transfer fee is going to 
be high. This 19-year-old sensa�on is without a doubt one of the names to follow this season.

Eden Hazard

Real Madrid sealed the deal for Chelsea forward Eden Hazard with a transfer fee of around €150m. For 
their part, Madrid finally have a world-class replacement for Cris�ano Ronaldo. The Belgian 
interna�onal le� Chelsea a�er an incredible 7 years at the club. He managed to score 110 goals in just 
352 games. The sudden move was a shock to most Chelsea fans, although it was bound to happen, as 
Real Madrid manager, Zinedine Zidane, described it as a ten year deal in the making. According to 
Hazard it was the biggest and toughest descision of his professional career. This being said, he had 
expressed an interest in playing for Real from a young age and had to pursue his childhood dreams. 
Hazard is admired for his exci�ng brand of football and will be greatly missed by the club and the 
Premier League. 

Harry Maguire

Manchester United reached an agreement to sign England centre back, Harry Maguire, from Leicester 
City for £80m. This meant that Maguire became the world's most expensive defender, eclipsing the 
£75m which Liverpool paid Southampton for Virgil van Dijk in January 2018. The deal le� the majority 
of Manchester United fans shocked by the sheer magnitude of the signing fee. But is the 26-year-old 
really worth £80m? He's shown himself to be one of the top defenders in the Premier League but you 
can't help feeling that, as with Aaron Wan-Bissaka, United are over-paying and could have chosen 
other op�ons. Maguire himself does not believe that he was worth the massive fee, but stated that he 
will make the club proud. The pressure of the price tag is the main obstacle the England interna�onal 
will have to overcome but it is pressure he has been backed to thrive on. Only �me will tell whether or 
not Maguire will be worth the investment.



Mr van Niekerk asked Sharks player Jeremy Ward to share with the Grey boys a few lessons that 
he has learnt since matriculating from The Grey. Jeremy chose to focus on how playing rugby for a 

living has been one of his greatest teachers outside the classroom.

“This is what rugby has 
taught me...” – Jeremy Ward
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How has rugby changed my life? What has rugby taught me about life? What have 
my teammates taught me through the years? 

1. Rugby has taught me how to win, but more importantly, rugby has taught me 
how to lose. Obviously, one of the first things you learn is how to win and how to 
lose. As a compe�tor, you quickly learn the importance of being graceful when 
losing and winning. When we lose it is so easy to become upset, and quite frankly, 
being a li�le upset a�er a loss is a good thing. The goal of every match is to come out 
on top, to perform at your highest ability, to enjoy being on the field and to enjoy 
your victory. O�en �mes, however, despite the very best that we give, we lose. It is 
in these moments that rugby teaches us to remember the bigger picture: to honour 
the spirit of the game, and to respect your opponent. No ma�er how hard we fight 
between the four lines, a�er every single game, despite the result, we shake the 
hands of our opponents. In my first year playing Super Rugby, I had the privilege of 
sharing the field with a guy named Michael Claasens, a scrum half who had years of 
experience, and on my debut we lost. I was distraught and he could see it, so he 
walked over to me and told me something that will forever s�ck with me – he said, 
“Don't you think that success is counted sweetest by those who have experienced 
defeat?” Most definitely.

2. Rugby has taught me how to persevere. It teaches you to work hard, deal with discomfort, overcome obstacles, learn from 
struggle, push your body's limits, get back up a�er falling, and to never back down. Ul�mately, it teaches you to persevere. In any 
situa�on on a rugby field, resilience and determina�on will always count in your favour. The sport has taught me to fight for what I 

believe in. Tera Mtembu, a player who I've grown very close to while being at The Sharks, 
taught me this lesson. In 2014, in the best moment of his career thus far, he tore his ACL in his 
knee. He persevered and became The Sharks Currie Cup Captain in 2015. Since then, he's had 
7 more knee injuries, the latest during 2018's winning Currie Cup season. Yet, every morning, 
he arrives with the most posi�ve a�tude, the biggest smile on his face (despite knowing the 

rehab schedule he's about to go through), and con�nues to work in the lives of everyone looking up to him. That's preserving; 
that's what rugby teaches you. 

3. Rugby has taught me rhythm. I remember this like it was yesterday, probably because it's one of my more embarrassing 
moments. I was just coming back from injury towards the middle of last year and trying to work my way back into the Super Rugby 
side. For the guys coming back from injury or the guys on the fringes of super rugby, there’s a compe��on in South Africa called The 
SuperSport Challenge. I had the privilege of captaining the side on this par�cular day and we finished our warm-ups and made our 

way back into the changing room. Jerseys on, pre-match 
speech given, game face on, we made our way out of the 
changing room and we were awai�ng the go ahead to run 
out. Not sure why we were a few minutes ahead of schedule 
but we ended standing in the tunnel wai�ng when, out of 
nowhere, 70% of the team burst into song. Now, coming 
from the Eastern Cape, I'm usually pre�y confident with my 
knowledge of the songs that are usually song on bus trips 
etc, but not this one; this one was a first. Obviously, the 
broadcasters and the cameramen heard us and they were 
loving it. The next minute it seemed as if every camera in 
Kings Park was pointed at the line up Sharks XV players that 
were now fully immersed in the song that we were singing. 
S�ll having no idea what was being sung, having no idea of 

“Growth is impossible 
without sacrice.”



the tune or the rhythm of it, all that I could do was my best 
jiggle. From that day, I made sure of two things: 1) We never 
le� the changing room early again, and 2) learn more than 
my go-to click and jiggle. Rhythm... rugby has made sure that 
I have it.

4. Rugby has taught me how to celebrate others. There is 
enough room in this game of rugby for all of us to shine. By 
cheering on my teammates, I’ve learnt that I can play such a 
big role in building them up. When we share and when we 
work together we can achieve so much more than when we 
a�empt to do it all on our own. This includes being willing to 
ask for help and receiving it, it includes trus�ng others to 
bring the best out of you, just as you should do to them. I've 
learned this through my rela�onship with Lukhanyo Am. For 
the last three years we have been compe�ng for the same jersey. It could be so easy for us to work against each other, but we 
choose to work with each other. To celebrate our different strengths and to work together to eliminate each other’s weaknesses. 
Celebra�ng other people’s success is not just a lesson for the rugby field, but a lesson for everyday life – a great a�ribute of human 
beings.

5. Rugby has taught me how to make sacrifices. In order to pursue my passion, I've had to let a few things go. I've had to priori�se 
and carve out the �me to dedicate myself to my passion. What does that mean? It means teaching yourself self-discipline. How 
many �mes do we sacrifice sleep to get the work done? Or turn in early to be prepared for the next day? This sport teaches you the 
importance of making tough decisions that are necessary to achieve your goals. If we all lazily retreat from our responsibili�es will 
we achieve what we set out to? Probably not. Growth is impossible without sacrifice.

6. Rugby has taught me how to show respect and have integrity. It could be so easy for Beast, who became the most capped South 
African Super Rugby player earlier this year, to arrive every morning and expect everyone to get up and shake his hand, but instead 
he chooses to walk around the room and greet everyone personally, like it’s his first day on the block. I have learned respect for 
authority, my teammates and the fans, but perhaps most importantly I have learned to respect the game of rugby. Earlier this year 
for example, I'm sure most of you have seen Akker and Schalk Brits bust up by now, arriving in the changing room a�er the game 
our team manager, Mr Barnes, asked me to go get two beers for him out of the fridge. I have never seen this man have a sip of 
alcohol, and I knew losing to the Bulls was bad, but I didn't know it was THIS bad! So I went and grabbed the two beers (the biggest 

ones I could find!). But the beers weren't for him, they were for Akker and 
Schalk who were now si�ng together. No ma�er how hard the ba�le 
between the four lines is, rugby always wins, and respec�ng the honour 
and tradi�ons of the game we play is everything.

7. Rugby has taught me fellowship and allowed me to see the bigger 
picture. There is so much more to life than just the game of rugby, and 
playing rugby for a living has made me realise that. Throughout my career, 
I constantly work so closely with teammates from different backgrounds, 
different economic situa�ons and different religious beliefs; yet, every 
day we work together, figh�ng in the same place and towards the same 
goal. If anything, this just shows how simple it is to “just get along,” how 
important a rela�onship built on trust is and how to look passed the things 

that make us different. Rugby has shown that no ma�er how heavy the weight of life gets on my shoulders, my team is there in 
every way. 

Never underes�mate the power of inspira�on. Rugby and sport in 
general showcases the very best within us. Every weekend it shows us 
the will to win; it reminds us that any team with a common goal can work 
together. Rugby has reminded me of my limita�ons, but it has then 
showed me how to overcome them.

What sport can do is provide everyone with so much more than just an 
escape and a way to pass �me by. Rugby is hope, inspira�on and a whole 
lot of life lessons rolled into 80 minutes most Saturdays, and just 
because the result may not mean much on a grander scale certainly 
doesn't mean that this is just a game.
      Photographs by Howard Cleland
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By Aiden Nel

The Launch of the World 
Test Championship

What is the World Test Championship and who par�cipates in it? There are 9 teams, 27 series and 72 separate test matches 
,which will be played over 2 years. The championship was officially launched on the 29�� of July and began on 1 August. The 9 
teams that are par�cipa�ng are: Australia, Bangladesh, England, India, New Zealand, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, West Indies and our 
very own South Africa.

71 test matches will be played between these 9 teams, with the top 2 teams moving onto the final, which will 
be played in the UK. The winner will be crowned the best test na�on in the world and the winners 
of the World Test Championship. Each team will play 3 home and away series. Each series counts 
for 120 points. These 120 will be divided equally for each test match in played in that 
test series. The series can have a minimum of 2 matches and 
a maximum of 5 matches.

Many old and current players are really excited and 
looking forward to the World Test Championship. 
All of the current players and ex-players are 
looking forward to compe�ng to be the 
best Test team in the world and to 
be crowned the World Test 
Championship winners. 

By Aiden Nel

The Ashes
The Ashes cricket is one of the oldest and longest tradi�ons in cricket that date back to the 1800s. The Ashes is played 
between the two great test na�ons, Australia and England. It is played every 2 years, and every �me the venue changes, 
either to England or Australia. The 2 na�ons are both playing for the Ashes urn, which Australia currently hold. There will be 5 
test matches played between the two na�ons, with the winner of the series being crowned the 2019 Ashes winners.

The Ashes got off to a great start with Australia winning the first test match thanks to two brilliant hundreds by Steve Smith 
and also a fantas�c hundred by Ma�hew Wade. Unfortunately, Smith got hit in the head with the ball and was ruled out of 
the third test due to concussion. Marnus Labuschagne would replace him in the next test. The second test match ended in a 
draw but England nearly came out on top by the brilliant bowling from Jofra Archer. Archer was on debut and had a 
wonderful performance, with the crowd behind him on every delivery. The third test match has been the highlight of the 
tour, with England coming out on top by only 1 wicket. In England's first innings they were bowled out for just 67 and took a 
lot of cri�cism from ex-players. But in the second innings when chasing a massive total of 359, they did a whole lot be�er. The 
final wicket partnership between Jack Leach and Ben Stokes was worth 74 runs and got them home in one of the best test 
comebacks ever. Ben Stokes ended on 135 runs not out. He won the game for England and received the man of the match 
award.

The series was drawn 1-1 going into the fourth test. Australia ba�ed first and brilliantly with Smith scoring a double hundred. 
Australia scored 497 in their first innings, which is a massive effort. England scored 301, which le� them a lot of runs behind 
Australia. Australia came in and scored 186 declared in their second innings, leaving England chasing 383. England lost 2 
wickets late on the 4�� day. They were 18 for 2 going into the 5�� day, they did not manage to survive and the last wicket fell 
with only 45 minutes le� in the day. Australia retained the Ashes in England for the first �me in 18 years. 

It has been a wonderful and exci�ng test series, and there is s�ll one test le�. The last test will not mean much in the series 
but the English team and the Australian team will both s�ll be playing for pride.
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By Zach Heynes

Head Prefect Interviews

Ques�ons
1. Which junior school did you a�end?
2. Which choice subjects do you take?
3. Favourite aspect of your school.
4. Has this posi�on always been something you have wanted?
5. What is the highlight of your school career looking back?
6. What are your plans a�er school?
7. What is the most important lesson you have learned during high school?
8. Advice to students.

Ma�hew Easton (Grey High School)
1. Grey Junior
2. Science, Accoun�ng, History
3. The brotherhood that we share and definitely the tradi�on. The feeling of being a part of tradi�ons that have gone on for so long is 

indescribable. 
4. I have never thought of being the head boy. I just wanted to make the best of every opportunity and I was lucky enough to be 

appointed. 
5. I feel that the highlight of my schooling career looking back would be when I was appointed head boy and received so much support 

from staff members, friends and family. It seemed like a daun�ng task ahead, but with all the support I felt that people had confidence 
that I could do it. 

6. I have been provisionally accepted at NMU for a BComm Accoun�ng degree. I would also love to be a part of the Madibaz Rugby setup.
7. The lesson I have learnt is to take every single opportunity that presents itself. You'll never know un�l you try. 
8. Work hard in the classroom, give of your best on the sports field/on the cultural front, and enjoy every moment with your friends. Don't 

take them for granted.

Sinesipho Bisiwe (Collegiate Girls High School) 
1. Clarendon Primary School (East London), and Collegiate Junior School in Grade 7.
2. Science, Accoun�ng, Consumer Studies (Cooking) 
3. There's so much to be proud of at my school. My favourite aspect of my school is the strong sense of community! How the girls push 

you to be a be�er you and encouraging you all the way. 
4. Literally never imagined this could be and that I'd be in this posi�on today. 
5. High school has definitely been a roller-coaster ride, but I wouldn't trade the memories I've made with friends for anything. My matric 

dance night would definitely be quite high on the list! 
6. My plans a�er school are to study Law. 
7. Procras�na�ng will not get you anywhere. Pave your own path; the hard work will pay off. Life is tough and if you don't believe in 

yourself you cannot expect anyone else to. Laugh and don't take things too seriously all the �me; life is about having fun and making 
memories. There are aspects in life that are beyond your control. Love yourself, appreciate and accept yourself. Don't depend on 
anyone else to create your happiness. 

8. The advice I have for students is something I actually wish someone had told me before I started high school. Learn to embrace 
challenges rather than avoid them. Stress is a fact of life, but it should never become a way of life. Focus on progress, not perfec�on. 
Don't ever feel like you should have everything all figured out, things will fall into place in due �me. Assume the best of others. Invest in 
rela�onships  that  ma�er.  Live  a  lot!  Words  to  live  by:  “The  grass  isn't  greener  on  the  other  side;  the  grass  is  greener  where 
you water it”

Ma�hew Easton
Grey

Declan Parker Rachael Saunders Khensani Gaisa Taine-Josh Thorne Sinesipho Bisiwe
CollegiateAlexander Road Pearson
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Rachael Saunders (Alexander Road High School)
1. I went to Lorraine Primary School 
2. Drama, Science, History 
3. Alex is the most vibrant, diverse and loving place I've ever been 

in. It's so open and accep�ng of everyone from all walks of life 
and I've learnt so much about people here. In a world that can 
o�en be so nega�ve, Alex really does feel like a family. 

4. Not necessarily. I strongly believe that a �tle and a leader are not 
the same thing. Who I am as a person – my integrity – has always 
been more important to me than the way people view me in 
order to land a posi�on. I am who I am, and if I was right for the 
job, then that's just what happened. I am, however, very grateful 
for the opportuni�es that I've been given and what I've learnt 
through the posi�on of being head student.

5. It's really difficult to pick a single moment that was my favourite, 
but the best thing to come out of the last five years has by far 
been the amazing people I've met and friendships I've made. 

6. I'm planning on studying Law at NMU. 
7. Be kind and empathe�c as much as possible. You really never 

understand the power of kindness un�l you've been the one 
who needed it.

8. DO YOUR MATHS AND SCIENCE HOMEWORK BECAUSE YOU 
WILL REGRET NOT DOING IT LATER XD

Declan Parker (Alexander Road High School)
1. Herbert Hurd Primary School
2. Life Sciences, Business Studies, CAT
3. I love the culture at Alex – no ma�er who you are or where you 

are from, you always feel like you are part of something bigger 
and something so vibrant that is different to other schools.

4. It wasn't something that I saw coming but when it was 
bestowed upon me, I realised that there are people 
depending on me and have faith that together, we can do 
something good and I've always wanted to be part of 
something that contributes posi�ve a�ributes towards 
school and social life and in this posi�on. It's been an 
opportunity that I'm so grateful for as it's one that has been 
used to implement my contribu�on to the various spheres 
which needed a�en�on. Basically I wanted to contribute 
towards something good, and this posi�on has helped me do 
so.

5. Looking back, I would say that seeing us as a grade – the Class 
of ‘19 – come through so much together, even from primary 
school for some, to see how much various individuals have 
grown into what they've become and the types of people that 
have been developed by the ALtogether EXperiences. It's 
been an absolute wonder seeing Alex shape so many people 
over the years and it's now finally our turn to see what the 
end result is.

6. I'd like to go study, preferably at NMU, and to do a degree in 
Biokine�cs.

7. High School has taught me that anything is possible. Whoever 
you thought you were or whatever people expected of you at 
the beginning... it changes as your poten�al is unlocked and 
contributes towards so much more and shows how much you 
as an individual grew and become something that you never 
thought you’d be.

8. My advice to students would be: don't let anyone or anything 
steer you away from what you want in life. Do what you need 
to do in order to get it, no ma�er how difficult it may seem in 
the beginning or how far the end is. Keep at it because nothing 
is earned without labour.

Taine-Josh Thorne (Pearson High School)
1. Kabega Park Primary
2. Physics, Accoun�ng, Business Studies 
3. Derby days and just sport in general because it’s where 

everyone can forget about school and just focus on something 
that we all love to do...

4. Since Grade 7, at primary school, I was told I'd never be a 
leader because of the type of person I was, and from that day I 
told myself I'd become Head Boy at the high school I would 
a�end, and it happened... I couldn't believe it worked out but 
it did!

5. Watching the school sing chants whilst the first teams play 
their matches. 

6. I will be studying Chartered Accoun�ng at NMU (heard they're 
the best)

7. You need to appreciate everything you have, because there 
are schools that do not have the proper basic facili�es in order 
for learners to receive an educa�on. 

8. Make sure you spend your �me wisely and effec�vely. In the 
blink of an eye you'd find yourself studying for final Matric 
exams... But most importantly, enjoy it.

Khensani Gaisa (Pearson High School)
1. I went to Harvest Chris�an School from preschool un�l grade 9.
2. I take English, Afrikaans, Mathema�cs, Physical Sciences, Life 

Sciences, Music, AdMaths and of course Life Orienta�on.
3. I love that there is a way for everybody to get involved. And 

because there are so many people at Pearson, you are bound to 
find a group of people that have the same interests as you. 
There really is a place for everyone.

4. To be completely honest, if people hadn't pointed out the 
leadership poten�al in me, I wouldn't have considered myself a 
candidate to be a leader in any aspect at all. So no, this is not 
something I have always wanted, but it is something that people 
have always pointed out in me.

5. I think the highlight of my school career was moving to Pearson. 
Moving to Pearson in the middle of high school presented its 
own challenges, but also gave me the greatest opportuni�es I 
have ever had un�l now. I have learnt so much, I have met 
incredible people, and I was able to embrace even more of life 
than I ever could have before.

6. I plan to study medicine. I would definitely like to go into surgery, 
but my ul�mately goal is to be a missionary doctor.

7. Be brave enough to be who the Lord has made you to be. I can be 
the second best you, but the first best me. 

8. In this world, there is a gap that only you can fill. If you try to fill 
someone else's gap, the world won't be complete. Fill your gap. 
Stay true to who you are, because that is how you impact the 
world. 



By Oscar Stickells

Shower Thoughts

Everyone who wants to migrate out of South Africa wants to find the perfect country to live in, so here are the top 3 countries in which to 
live:

In third place we have Denmark in Europe which is one of the most iconic countries, and although it is in Europe, it is not 
part of the European Union as decided by a vote of the people in the Scandinavian countries. Despite not being in the 
EU, it is one of the greenest countries in the world and has more people using bicycles than cars and also boasts a high 
employment rate. Two interes�ng facts about Denmark:  
 No place in Denmark is more than 50 km (30 miles) from the sea.
 The Danish Monarchy is one of the oldest monarchies in the world and it is also one of the most well-liked monarchies in all of Europe.

At number 2 we have Switzerland, which is also in Europe and among the most expensive countries to live in worldwide. 
However, all things considered, it is definitely a price worth paying as it is o�en dubbed 'Heaven on Earth,' with a wide 
range of products from hot chocolate fondue and cheese to marvellous mountains and picturesque views!
Did you know that in Switzerland, nearly 1 in every 4 people is a foreigner?
In comparison to all the European Union countries, Switzerland spends the highest percentage of its GDP on healthcare.

Flying in at number 1, we have Norway… which is yet another European country as well as forming part of the Scandinavian 'Empire'. Like 
Denmark, Norway is not part of the EU. Norway is also known as the “land of the �ords” as well as having beau�ful sigh�ngs of the aurora 
borealis. The country also has a friendly community that speaks fluent English and has amazing scenery. In Norway, by law, employers are 
required to offer 25 paid vaca�on days per year, in addi�on to the public holidays. How great is that?

The only downside of these countries is how cold it is during the winter seasons.

So if you are wan�ng to se�le down in a beau�ful, but wealthy area, these are the perfect countries for you!
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A shower thought, for those of you who don't know, is an idea, thought or concept that you think of while carrying out a rou�ne task such 
as showering, hence the name. Here are a few to make you think:

- If you a�empt to rob a bank, you won't have any trouble with rent/food bills for the next ten years whether you are successful or not.
- When you choke on water, you've failed at breathing and drinking, the two most important ac�vi�es in your life.
- Taxes are a subscrip�on fee to your country that you can't cancel, even if you don't like the service.
- Monopoly would be more realis�c if the person with the most money got to change the rules whenever they liked.
- We have no problem wearing the same socks all day, but once they come off for one second, it’s gross to put them back on.
- If you're over 30, you were alive before every dog in the world.
- You never know when you reach the exact midpoint of your life. It could have been an hour ago, or several years ago, or maybe you aren't 
there yet.
- A bicyclist cycling without using his hands is just a unicyclist with a training wheel.
- We pay rappers to brag about the money we give them.
- In the future, when someone asks if a car is manual or automa�c, they'll be asking if you have to drive the vehicle  yourself.
- The baby in the sun from Teletubbies is 25 years old.
- Our grandmas think we are handsome because their sight isn't what it used to be.
- Those who live the longest have the smallest funerals.
- Your stomach thinks all potatoes are mashed.
- There are more nostrils on the earth than humans.
- If the oldest person on earth is 116 years old, then 117 years ago there was a completely different set of human beings on earth.
- Fat chance and slim chance mean the same thing.
- If you put your le� shoe on your right foot, you put it on the right foot.
- If you drop a bar of soap on the ground , is the soap dirty or is the floor clean?
- Your belly bu�on is just your old mouth.
- Closing all your tabs when you're finished an essay is like taking a victory lap.
- When you “bite down” on something you are actually “bi�ng up” because you can't move your top jaw.

By Tristan Partt

Top 3 countries in which to live 



By Luke Mallett

Algoa Bay Fish Farming
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The Government has been pushing to begin an aquaculture program in Algoa Bay for a number of years. Their ini�al plan was 
to farm finfish (yellowtail and cob) in giant pens directly off the beach at Pipe. They also had plans to farm bivalves (oysters 
and mussels) north of the harbor and off the Port of Ngqura.

The Government claims that fish farming will create jobs and boost the economy, which in a town where employment is hard 
to come by, sounds like a pre�y good idea. So why have so many people go�en their Speedos in a knot over the proposal?

The water sports guys, (the ocean racers, the paddlers, the surfers and the divers) reckon 
the farms are going to a�ract sharks and that the threat of an encounter with something 
with big, shiny teeth will end our hopes of becoming one of the water sports capitals of the 
world. The fact that the fish pens are 2km offshore probably makes Sharknado III at 
Pollock Beach unlikely, but you wouldn't blame anyone for not wan�ng to do the Bellbuoy 
swim past a dozen cages filled with live bait…

The tourism guys say that the fish pens will be an eyesore and that when our friends from overseas realize how ugly the farms 
are, Port Elizabeth will lose more jobs in tourism than it will gain from aquaculture. They also say that when the wind blows 
onshore, our Blue Flag beaches will be ankle deep in fish poo and ro�ng fish food. Yum.

There's also all the scien�fic stuff. Increased nutrients in the water causing algae blooms and red �des, interference with the 
replenishment of sand on our northern beaches and an�bio�cs in the water doing nasty things to local fish popula�ons. 
Then there's the unhappy prospect of a migra�ng humpback whale ge�ng snagged in the nets, or a half-asleep ship's 
captain pilo�ng his container vessel straight through the middle of the farm.

Despite all the hysteria, The Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries recently submi�ed a new proposal on 
aquaculture in Algoa Bay. The latest document makes a few concessions, like moving the fish farm to the Port of Ngqura and 
only farming mussels and oysters directly off our beaches. This is only a small win for opponents to the project, for whom 
zero fish farming is the only acceptable outcome.

Even if the Government ignores the protests and presses ahead, there's s�ll a giant speed bump on the road to realizing their 
fish farming dreams. They need private investors to fund the project. Fish farming needs big bucks. You need nets, boats, 
people and lots of baby fish. Then you need �me for the baby fish to become big fish. In that �me, you have to hope that a 
container ship doesn't drag your whole farm halfway to Mossel Bay, or that one of your fish doesn't get a nasty cough and 
make all the other fish float upside down. In short, it's a very expensive and risky business and you need a big wallet and very 
big cojones.
Even if fish farming were to get a green light from Government, finding investors will be extremely difficult, so for the 
moment, do like the surf rats and cool kids at ZigZag Surf Mag suggest and grab your s�ck and call in sick…

By Matthew Coetzee

The Power of Nostalgia
Nostalgia could be described as the reminiscence of a �me gone by.

It can take on various forms and can even predate one's birth as you may feel nostalgic of an era gone by through old photos or movies of 
this �me. 
As one stands in the hallways of Grey, where slanted beams of sunlight illuminates falling dust, you start to feel nostalgic of all those who 
have passed there before you.
The Pollocks played cricket here and Siya Kolisi celebrated his 10-year reunion the other day. Boys from Grey marched in their cadet 
uniforms and went on to fight in world wars. 
And right now, boys are crea�ng their own future nostalgia.
Nostalgia offers every one of us who feels unsure in the present, an anchor to the past. This may not completely alter your des�ny, but it 
certainly reminds you that you're on a solid path.



By Julian Schmidt

The Most Influential Icons of 
the 20th Century
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The 20�� Century gave birth to some of the greatest and most memorable leaders and entertainment icons mankind had ever 

seen. Through dark �mes we were led by heroes whose struggles ensured we would all live in a be�er future. There were 

also leaders who tried to throw us into anarchy and humanitarians who gave their lives for us. To catch up on some history 

here is a list of some of the most revered, feared and celebrated figures of the past.

Muhammed Ali:

Writer; poet; ac�vist; boxer; hero; musician; legend; humanitarian and without a doubt, the 

'greatest' of all �me, Muhammed Ali was a worldwide icon who soon found himself 

compe�ng against some of the best heavyweight champions in boxing a�er winning gold at 

the 1960 Olympics as an amateur and aspiring young sportsman. With a trash-talking 

a�tude and an excep�onal talent in boxing, he soon became a fan favourite. Exiled from 

boxing in 1970 due to not wan�ng to fight in the Vietnam War, his heavyweight �tle was 

stripped from him and was never allowed to fight again. During this �me, Ali became an 

ambassador for peace and harmony, casually figh�ng for human dignity and rights while s�ll 

trying to return to boxing. A�er 3 years he returned and gave us the 'greatest' boxing 

matches of all �me against George Foreman and Joe Frazier. In 1984, Muhammed Ali was 

diagnosed with Parkinson's due to all the blows he received to his head from boxing. Despite 

this permanent burden, he pushed himself to commit acts of kindness and generosity to the 

world for the rest of his life un�l his death on 3 June 2016. Muhammed Ali revolu�onized 

sport and le� a legacy that shall never be forgo�en. Rest in Peace, champ.

Quotes:

“Float like a bu�erfly, s�ng like a bee, your hands can't hit what your eyes don't see!”

“Don't count the days, make the days count.”

“He who is not courageous enough to take risks will accomplish nothing in life.”

Nelson Mandela:

Born in 1918 in the remote village of Qunu, South Africa, Nelson Mandela fought a long and 

crippling ba�le against the racial South African Government during the era of apartheid. 

Leading a large number of peaceful protests for racial equality, all of which were violently 

oppressed by the government, Mandela found himself on the run from the police a�er 

several cases of sabotage and when caught, was sentenced to life imprisonment on Robben 

Island in 1963. Ba�ling racism, abusive guards and excrucia�ng labour for 27 years, Nelson 

was finally released in 1990 by the apartheid president FW de Klerk, due to the worldwide 

campaign of wan�ng the release of Nelson Mandela. Mandela and de Klerk nego�ated 

peacefully to put an end to apartheid once and for all, which soon led to Mandela becoming 

the first black president of South Africa in 1994. Even a�er his passing on 5 December 2013, 

Mandela's legacy con�nues to inspire and bring hope to all people across the world, and he is 

s�ll remembered for his bravery and determina�on to bring unity to this country.

Quotes:

“It always seems impossible un�l it's done.”

“Educa�on is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.”

“There is no passion to be found playing small – in se�ling for a life that is less than the one you are capable of living.”
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Bruce Lee:

 As the most famous and talked about mar�al ar�sts of all �me, Bruce Lee popularized mar�al 

arts in the west and eliminated nega�ve stereotypes and prejudices about Asians portrayed 

in the media. Nicknamed ‘The Dragon’ and showing off to the world the beauty of mar�al 

arts as well as sharing his philosophical ways of humanity, he soon found himself starring in 

unarguably the most famous mar�al arts movies ever made and also changed the film 

industry in Asia. He was the founder of Jeet Kun Do figh�ng style, or the way of the 

intercep�ng fist and was even considered to be superhuman due to his lightning fast strikes 

(which had to be slowed down during filming) and amazing strength and endurance. Bruce 

Lee passed away on July 20 1973, at the young age of 33 from an allergic reac�on to pain 

medica�on. Despite leaving so soon, he is s�ll widely considered to be the father of mixed 

mar�al arts and his presence can s�ll be felt to this day. He is forever imitated yet he will never 

be replaced.

Quotes:

“I fear not the man who has prac�ced 10 000 kicks once, but I fear the man who has prac�ced one kick 10 000 �mes.”

“The only person you need to be be�er than is the one you were yesterday.”

“Don't wish for an easy life, pray for the strength to endure a difficult one.”

Adolf Hitler:

Never has a single human being ever spread as much fear, carnage and hatred as the Führer 

of the German empire. Born in 1889 in Austria, Adolf Hitler grew up to believe Jews where an 

inferior race of people who stole Germany from the Germans, leading him to become 

involved in poli�cs and the military to try and overthrow the Jews. Becoming the chancellor 

of Germany in 1933, turning it into a fascist state and as the head of the Nazi socialist group 

called the Nazis, Hitler enforced several cruel laws to persecute and break down anyone of 

Jewish descent by boyco�ng Jewish businesses, burning down synagogues, destroying their 

homes and stripping Jews of proper educa�on, entertainment and human rights as well. 

Made infamous from star�ng World War 2, Hitler had over 75 million people (many of whom 

were Jews) either taken to concentra�on camps or slaughtered as they were seen as the 

weaker, unfit race. Resistance proved fu�le against the powerful Hitler and soon Britain, 

France and America waged war to end Hitler and his rule. In 1945, as the Allied powers closed 

in on Germany, Hitler and his wife Eva Braun, commi�ed suicide in their bunker and the 

Germans surrendered with no choice. To this day, Hitler's ferocious ac�ons have s�ll le� scars upon the world and his acts of 

atrocity s�ll make people shiver today.

Quotes:

“Words build bridges into unexplored regions.”

“Make the lie big, make it simple, keep saying it, and eventually they will believe it.”

“It is not truth that ma�ers, but victory.”
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By Liam Douglass

The 4th Industrial Revolution

The Fourth Industrial Revolu�on is the Fourth Industrial era since the ini�al Industrial Revolu�on of the 1800's. It is a fusion of smart 

technologies that is blurring the lines between the physical, digital and biological spheres, collec�vely referred to as cyber-physical systems.

New technologies

- 5G offers significantly faster speed, easy connec�vity, more devices being able to be connected at once and lower latency.

- Ar�ficial intelligence systems can analyse and process data much faster in real �me allowing businesses and people to access services and 

experiences never a�ainable before.

- Blockchain prevents data from tampering, it enables a device to have individual iden�fica�on and secures data. It supports peer to peer 

communica�on by removing technical inefficiencies. 

The race to 5G is hea�ng up. Companies are racing against other companies, ci�es compe�ng with other ci�es, and even countries are ba�ling 

against other countries in a rush to be the best. 5G is the next genera�on communica�on network that has been christened by the media hype 

machine with phrases like “world-changing,” to describe what lies ahead. When it comes to the speed, it will offer speeds that far exceed those 

of 4G. 4G currently offers download speeds of 100Mbps, about five �mes the speed of 3G. But 5G will offer speeds up to 100Gbps or faster. 

Making 5G 100 000 �mes faster than 4G.

This Fourth Industrial Revolu�on is being driven by the systemic transforma�on of technology, informa�on and innova�on, on a global scale. We 

will delve into four primary factors driving this stage of industrialisa�on. These factors will reshape our industries and will transform many facets 

of socie�es and human lifestyle. The four primary factors of the Fourth Industrial Revolu�on are Emerging Cataly�c Technologies, Machine 

Learning, Speed of Change, and the Global Scale of the 4th Industrial Revolu�on.

We will not run out of jobs. Many jobs will not be available in the future, but this is nothing to be worried about; instead, more jobs will be 

created. 

The best thing to do is to look at the posi�ves of the future and not just focus on the nega�ves as it will make us worry of the future that is to 

come.

School Loca�on Year established

1. LR Schmidt Morawiese Primêre Skool Genadendal, Western Cape 1738-

2. Bontebok Primêre Skool(Forced to relocate under Group Areas Act) Swellendam, Western Cape 1751-

3. Wagenmakersvallei Primêre Skool Wellington, Western Cape 1796-

4. Mamre Morawiese Primêre Skool Mamre, Western Cape 1808-

5. Outeniqua Hoër- en Laerskool George, Western Cape 1812-

6. Pacaltsdorp Primêre Skool Pacaltsdorp, Western Cape 1813-

7. Swellendam Hoër- en Laerskool Swellendam, Western Cape 1814-

8. Simon’s Town School, Simon’s Town Cape Town, Western Cape 1815-

9. Bathurst Primary School Bathurst, Eastern Cape 1820-

10. Sentraal Hoërskool Beaufort West, Western Cape 1821-

11. Muir College Uitenhage, Eastern Cape 1822-

12. Paul Roos Gimnasium Stellenbosch, Western Cape 1822-

13. Overberg Hoër- en Laerskool Caledon, Western Cape 1822-

14. Wynberg Boys’ High & Junior Wynberg, Western Cape 1822-

15. Elim Moraviese Primêre Skool Elim, Western Cape 1824-

16. Worcester Gimnasium Worcester, Western Cape 1824-

17. Gill College Somerset East, Eastern Cape 1826-

18. Durbanville Laer- en Hoërskool Durbanville, Cape Town, Western Cape 1827-

19. SACS High & Junior Schools Newlands, Cape Town, Western Cape 1829-

20. Wupperthal Morawiese Primêre Skool Wuppertal, Western Cape 1832-
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All you need to know for what's going on behind the yellow and orange shade cloth on your pavement, and how to get in on the ac�on. 

Trench Warfare
Various private companies (with the permission of our municipality) are laying citywide networks of fibre op�c cables to bring us be�er, 
faster and more stable internet connec�vity.  Teams of trench diggers move ahead (some�mes weeks ahead!) of crews of cable layers in 
what some�mes looks like a war on our leafy suburbs.  In each trench that threatens to cut off our supply routes is a cable that contains 
incredibly thin strands of glass or plas�c called op�cal fibres.  
Fibre op�cs work by sending coded informa�on in the form of a beam of light down a glass or plas�c pipe under the ground.  It's not a 
new idea; in the 1960s, engineers used fibre op�cs to transmit telephone calls at the speed of light and doctors used them to see inside a 
pa�ent before having to cut them open.  Now we have platoons of 'soldiers' cu�ng open our pavements and tunnelling under our brick-
paved driveways.

Down to the Wire
The core of the cable they are laying is the bit that the light travels through.  The light bounces back and forth off the walls of the cable 
pipe. Each photon (light par�cle) bounces down the pipe like a Jamaican bobsled. While you might expect the light to leak through the 
edges of a glass pipe, the light is directed at shallow angles, which reflects it 
back into the pipe. This is known as total internal reflec�on.
A second layer of glass, called cladding, is wrapped around the outside of the 
core. The cladding keeps the light signals inside the core.  Internet, cable TV, 
and telephone signals are most o�en transmi�ed by single-mode fibres, 
wrapped together into a huge bundle. 
Each bundle can be made up of as few as two strands or as many as several 
hundred. The strands, each only one-tenth the width of a human hair, are 
capable of transmi�ng around 25,000 telephone calls each and can transmit 
informa�on over almost 100 kilometres.  

Coun�ng the Costs
Companies like Frogfoot own the cable they lay but do not provide your internet connec�on directly.  They rent the fibre strands to 
various service providers like Vodacom, Access and even Telkom.  These companies then compete to offer you a range of contracts.  Fibre 
op�c contracts range in price depending on where you live and how much line you have to buy. You can expect to pay anywhere between 
R199 and R3495 per month depending on the speed you choose.  Don't be shy to shop around.

Enlis�ng 
There are obviously various op�ons for making sure that you get the most out of fibre running under the grass where just two 
genera�ons ago children set up lemonade stalls to make extra pocket money.

Op�on A: The Everybody-Else-Has-It Model 
The Everybody-Else-Has-It Model almost always works and relies on the idea that upgrading from ADSL to fibre is as inevitable as trading 
in one perfectly good cell phone for another.  This model will probably get you a 1 Mbps fibre line, which will allow you to download a 
two-hour movie in just less than an hour.

Op�on B: The Exploited Genera�on Gap Model 
The Exploited Genera�on Gap Model is when your parents have no idea about technology and every fact you tell them sounds as if it's an 
idea from the 'Back to the Future'.  By throwing around facts and figures for long enough, you'll end up with a dad who thinks he's Marty 
McFly and a 40 Mbps line that will allow you to download a two-hour movie in two to three minutes.  

Op�on C: Rich Parent Model 
The rich parent model is when you get whatever you as for. Those fortunate enough to have wealthy parents will quickly discover that 
although line speeds average between 1 Mbps to 40 Mbps, fibre op�c cables have line speeds of up to 100 Mbps.  You'll be able to 
download a movie quicker than it takes to say “illegal download”.   

Op�on D: The Get-a-Spade Model
The Get-a-Spade Model is for the rest of us.  You get yourself a spade, a head torch, some wire cu�ers and a roll of insula�on tape and 
using YouTube videos as a guide, connect your fibre op�cs yourself, at night.



By Lusanele Nelani
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NoPhone
Have you ever had to study for a test or a get a project done, but find you cannot get anything done 
because of that pesky phone of yours? Creators Van Gould and Chris Sheldon have the solu�on to 
end all procras�na�on. The NoPhone. It looks like a phone, it feels like a phone but lacks any sort 
func�onality whatsoever. It is simply a useless rectangle that we are expected to carry around. At 
least the creators can say they created the first ever fake cell phone company. 

Sapporo Diet Water
You are probably asking, 'Wait, isn't water already diet because it doesn't have any calorie or fat 
content?' Well the answer is yes. Apparently Sapporo Diet Water contains "specialized pep�de 
bonds that enter your bloodstream and seek out fat cells." So basically this was Japan’s answer to 
super Popular American Vitamin Water. Ultra hydra�on is very in right now; celebri�es can't take 
enough selfies of themselves drinking water or the next health concoc�on, so who could blame 
the poor Japanese for trying to cash in? 

Handerpants
“At last, underpants for our hands!” said nobody ever in the history of the world. Handerpants 
exist, and they resemble old-fashioned �ghty-whi�es. The Handerpants were designed to protect 
our hands from all the dirty tasks of life. Except the fingers are exposed – a clear design flaw. You 
might be thinking to yourself, ‘Are these not simply fingerless gloves?’ Well, yes and no. The 
company’s main adver�sing campaign was “keep gloves fresh”. Handerpants may be ridiculous 
and completely unnecessary, but the company sure knows how to sell. 

You Rock Pet Rock
Let's face facts – pets are work. Visits to the vet are quite pricey, pets can't clean up a�er 
themselves and they require a�en�on, love and care. Enter the Pet Rock. It comes with all the pros 
of having the extra companionship, but have none of the cons of actual pets since... well…they're 
rocks. There is no possibility of ge�ng emo�onally hurt because a rock will never die or disappoint 
you. Plus, there's more: one can even buy a modern version that includes a USB port (that also 
does nothing) and walking leash on Amazon as of 2017. 

Walking sleeping bag
The Selk'bag is a walking sleeping bag created by Rodrigo Alonso from Chile. The idea was for 
everyone to remain comfy and warm while camping. Like the name suggest they are massive 
sleeping bags you can wear and walk around in. The idea would not be that crazy since it has 
prac�cal use. It can get cold in the outdoors and the Selk'bag allows wearers to conduct tasks 
normally without sacrificing the warmth and comfort of their bed. Then a person asks what were 
clothes invented for? There are so many clothes specially designed for the outdoors that it seems 
pre�y strange anyone would willingly walk around in their bedding in 2019.

Cup holder that clips to table
If you're anything like me your desk looks like a disaster zone. It’s always a shame when your life is 
so messy you can't make space for your favourite hot beverage. The idea sounds good, but 
wouldn't it make the mess worse since it clips onto a device that already func�ons as a storage 
area for the cup. Any sudden movements and all your work (including that LO project you started 
yesterday which is due for today) is ruined. I would rather keep the mess if you ask me.



By Iwan Swart

The Use of the Emoji
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McDonald's Frork
The best inven�on since the spork. I introduce you to the McDonald's Frork. It is designed to let 
people mop up all the delicious goodness that fall out of their burgers. It’s shaped like an 
ordinary fork except for the three fries which replace the prongs. Of all the dumb inven�ons, 
this is probably the dumbest and perhaps the funniest.

The Selfie Spoon
This is a giant spoon that you can a�ach your iPhone because breakfast seemingly becomes 
more enjoyable when it's photographed. I don't know what is crazier: the fact there are 
enough people in the world to make a viable market for this product, or that there are so many 
other problems in the world such as poverty, world hunger and discrimina�on, but some are 
so in love with themselves they are too busy to no�ce? Guys, this selfie obsession is genuinely 
scary. 

Eyebloc
If I have learnt anything from CSI, it’s that Cyber hackers can infiltrate anything including the 
webcams on our PC's and laptops. A person could simply cover the camera with some 
coloured insula�on tape. Seems nobody told C.J. Isakow, who boldly announced that 
"Americans are being watched” when he pitched his product on Shark Tank. A plas�c cap 
which serves no other purpose other than covering up a webcam. I wonder why the Sharks did 
not invest...

UFC Hot Dog Brander
I know my mother always said playing with food is wrong but she never said a word about 
branding or wri�ng on it. The UFC Hot Dog Brander is an all but useless piece of metal

 which one can use to make suppor�ng as a figh�ng fana�c all that more special.

Emojis are fun, aren't they? Those small icons (smiley faces, winking eyes, hearts of all shapes, sizes and colours) that we use 
in text messages, emails and social media.
They are easy to use and to help you indicate that something is light-heated if there's a chance of it being misunderstood. 
Some�mes a picture is worth a thousand words…
Emojis can be used in an infinite number of ways, but in my experience, these are some of the most common reasons why 
they are so popular to use:

- To save �me in super- brief communica�ons
- To find a more comfortable way of communica�ng to someone
- To communicate when words fail us
- To lighten the conversa�on by introducing sarcasm or humour
- To poke fun at your friends with a friendly manner
- To help us add tone and clarity to our communica�on 
- Some�mes we use emojis to spice up a conversa�on
- It is easier to communicate with pictures because I find it easier to send an emoji rather than a couple of words

Emojis are definitely a more popular way of communica�ng because people feel be�er communica�ng with emojis rather 
than words simply because it is a faster and more immediate way of communica�on.

In conclusion, emojis have made communica�on a lot easier for everyone around the world and definitely benefits us 
because it saves us �me. They make communica�ng very easy for everyone. They can also spice up those awkward 
conversa�ons. So go and add some flavour to your text conversa�ons! :) 



By William Wedderburn

Johnny Clegg:
The End of a Legend
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If you haven't heard of the 'White Zulu' you would have heard of the name Johnny 
Clegg. He was born Jonathan Paul Clegg on the 7�� of June 1954 at Bacup, Lancashire, 
and sadly died at the age of 66 due to pancrea�c cancer which he was diagnosed with 
in 2015. 

Clegg moved to South Africa at the age of 6 with his mother, Muriel. As an adolescent in Johannesburg's northern suburbs, 
he encountered the demi-monde of the city's Zulu migrant workers' music and dance. Clegg later pursued an academic 
career for four years, lecturing at the University of the Witwatersrand and the University of Natal, wri�ng several seminal 

scholarly papers on Zulu music and dance. He later met Charlie Mzila, who 
then later with Clegg formed the music group Juluka, along with 4 other 
musicians who performed songs like the 1982 hit Sca�erlings of Africa, 
which he used to speak against apartheid, along with the 1981 hit Impi. The 
group tested apartheid-era laws by touring and performing in private 
venues, including universi�es, churches, hostels, and even private homes in 
order to a�ract an audience, as na�onal broadcasters would not play their 
music due to the apartheid laws. The group released their final album in 
1997 before breaking up for good.

Later Clegg formed his second inter-racial band, Savuka in 1986 with the black musician and 
dancer Dudu Zulu. The group's first album, Third World Child, broke interna�onal sales 
records in several European countries, including France. Their unique mix of South African 
Zulu music and western music made for some of the most popular songs of the 20�� century. 
He toured home and away in Europe where in one instance, the band drew such a large crowd 
in Lyon that Michael Jackson cancelled a concert there, complaining that Clegg and his group 
had "stole all his fans". However, in 1993, the band dissolved a�er Dudu Zulu was shot and 
killed while a�emp�ng to mediate a taxi war.

Clegg con�nued to make songs by himself un�l 2015 when he was diagnosed with cancer. He 
embarked on The Final Tour which ended with his last concert happening at Port Elizabeth in 
late January 2018. 

Clegg passed away on the 16�� of July 2019. He died in his Johannesburg home surrounded by loved ones and was laid to rest 
the following day in Westpark Cemetery in Johannesburg. Clegg is survived by his wife, Jenny, and his two sons, Jesse and 
Jaron, with Jesse producing just as his dad did.



By George Koumbarakis
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YBN Cordae
This 21-year-old North Carolina ar�st has started to make his mark with his incredible 
lyrical talent and has produced numerous singles that will leave you very sa�sfied. He is 
most likely the start of the next genera�on of insanely talented Rap music ar�sts. YBN 
Cordae has come out of nowhere and with the release of his latest album “Lost Boy”, he is 
already on his stairway to the big leagues. The album consists of a mix of old school style 
Rap and some more modern Rap and Hip-Hop styled hits. 
YBN Cordae has the poten�al to reach the big leagues and compete with some of this 
genera�on's top music ar�sts, as his freestyles on shows such as XXL and Funk Flex have 
been beyond expecta�ons and extremely lyrical. He is one of the most lyrical ar�sts of the 
new genera�on of Rap music and is sadly a bit too underrated for the quality of the music 
he produces. This is probably due to having no record label, or people just do not know 
who he is. 

Pink Sweat$
In my opinion, very similar to Khalid. He even looks like him. Besides that, this ar�st has 
produced about 2 albums at this current stage. His vocals are incredible, and he has good 
rhythm and guitar skills as well. His music falls under R&B mainly and the majority is not 
really that upbeat, although it creates a good vibe. 

Brent Faiyaz/Sonder
The full package for an R&B ar�st. Brent has good vocals, good guitar skills and some good beats. His 
music is very calm, although he has a few songs that are a bit more upbeat. He is part of a group 
named “Sonder” which produce a very similar tone of music to Brent's style. Both very underrated. 
He has released a few albums and some singles, but depending on your taste, he will not disappoint. 

Anderson. Paak
More of a FUNK ar�st, with his upbeat but chilled vibe to his music. Anderson. Paak produces far 
from disappoin�ng music. He features in numerous songs with top ar�sts like Kendrick Lamar, and 
some�mes even steals the thunder with his funky Hip-Hop and R&B flow. Anderson even features in 
YBN Cordae's latest album and RNP (the song), is one of the best on the album. 

Rich The Kid
An ar�st who gets shoved in the corner by the ar�sts that are higher up in the rankings. 
However, with his latest album released earlier this year, “the World Is Yours 2” is his best 
yet and is too catchy to forget about and is much be�er than his previous album “The 
World Is Yours”. He even features some higher-ranking ar�sts like Offset, Young Thug and 
Big Sean. Rich is prin�ng a very large mark in Rap at this current stage and is someone who 
really should not be slept on as much as he is.
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It's 02h10 in the morning. Mom, dad and your brother have been asleep for hours. The only 
other person awake in the neighborhood is the Atlas guy. He's already driven past your house 
three �mes in his bakkie.

For a second, you wonder which Atlas guy it is. The weird, friendly one who parks on the verge 
every a�ernoon and waves at all the passing cars? Maybe it was the short, serious looking one, 
who has his hand res�ng permanently on his gun?

Not important, because you're stressed. Not about your Tech test tomorrow, even though you haven't opened a book yet. 
Levers, gears, whatever – you'll wing it. You're stressed about The Game. Who loses to a level 9 when you're a level 11? 
Especially when you had a Sparky and a Wizard in your deck and he only had Commons! Who does that? Never mind, you'll 
get him in a rematch…

If this scenario sounds all too familiar, it's possible that you might be suffering from what some experts call “Gaming 
Disorder”. The scien�fic community has been cau�ous to label excessive gaming as a “disorder” or an “addic�on” un�l 
recently, but most now admit that it has become a serious problem. So serious in fact, that in some countries, famously Korea 
and Taiwan, people are actually gaming themselves to DEATH!

One of these legends played games for five straight days in an internet café in Taipei before 
dropping dead at his console. Police listed the cause of death as exhaus�on, dehydra�on and 
malnutri�on. Apparently the poor fellow could only find the �me to eat a single bowl of ramen 
noodles in five days.

Closer to home in England, Chris Staniforth sat playing Halo for twelve hours without moving. When Staniforth finally got up 
to use the loo, a massive blood clot moved from his leg and lodged in his heart, killing him instantly. Respect, Chris, you died 
doing what you loved most.

These are extreme cases and it's unlikely that you're in mortal danger from gaming. If, however, you feel that your 
rela�onship with Fortnite, Clash Royale or Red Dead Redemp�on II has gone from fun to dysfunc�onal, take the quick quiz 
below to see just how worried you should be. Answer “Yes” or “No” to the following:

1. Do you spend a lot of �me thinking about gaming even when you're not playing, or planning when you can play next?
2. Do you feel restless, anxious or irritable when you try and cut down gaming or are unable to play?
3. Has the amount of �me you spent gaming ever caused a fight with your parents or teachers?
4. Do you feel like you need to play more exci�ng games or use more powerful equipment to get the same thrill as you 

used to get?
5. Have you ever wanted to play less, but found that you cannot cut back?
6. Has your gaming ever interfered with your school work, or caused you to lose interest in 

something you really like – maybe sport or another hobby?
7. Have you ever con�nued to play a game even when you knew there would be nega�ve 

consequences like being exhausted at school or doing badly in a test?
8. Have you ever lied to friends and family about how much you game?
9. Does your gaming help you to escape from personal problems?

Got your answers? Be honest! Lying to yourself is about as sad as dropping dead in a bowl of noodles.

If you scored “Yes” on 5 or more of the ques�ons above, you're ska�ng on very thin ice. This is not a medical diagnosis, just a 
red flag that gaming has its claws in you and you need to rethink your rela�onship with your phone.

If you're not sure where to start, chat to your parents or a teacher you relate to and trust. It may seem a bit awkward, but it's 
the first step to owning the game and making sure that the game never owns you.
Quiz adapted from www.gamequi�ers.com. 
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Succulent Penguino (Chandler Victor, Grade 12, Youtube, 827 subscribers)

Otherwise known as Dark Rising or simply 'Memelord', Succulent Penguino is a comedy and commentary 
channel that sheds light on the ridiculous hidden gems of the internet. #GetPenguinoTo1000Subs
Other social media: @thesucculentpenguino (Instagram); @TheSucciestLad (Twi�er)

Da Rian (Darian Smith, Grade 12, SoundCloud, 57 followers)

Breaking the SoundCloud rapper stereotype, Da Rian expresses his just-for-fun hobby through chill 
alterna�ve tunes. Whether it's with his guitar or ukulele, Darian's songs are proof that he doesn't need a 
microwave to bring the heat.

Mr Moodles (Mahir Moodaley, Grade 10, Youtube, 74 subscribers)

Mr Moodles is a channel with the purpose of sharing fun and laughs through custom game modes, 
challenges and montages with friends. Games that he plays include Rainbow Six: Siege, Overwatch, 
Minecra� and Apex Legends. 
Other social media: @mr.moodles.yt (Instagram); @MrMoodlesYT (Twi�er)

Lets TLC! (TJ Ruselo, Liyema Langa, Chulu Mangqo, Grade 9, Youtube, 149 subscribers)

If you have not already heard them on Umhlobo Wenene FM, TJ, Liyema and Chulu (also known as TLC) 
make up this talk show for teenagers, where they discuss various aspects of life. 
Other social media: @lets_tlc (Instagram)

WolfSterPlazz (Seth Charlewood, Grade 9, Youtube, 123 subscribers) 

Seth's channel has a vast variety of content. It consists mostly of games, and there are numerous different 
series to watch, including Undertale, Happy Wheels, Cuphead and Slime Rancher. However, there is also 
the spontaneous 'Spending 24 hours in a pool' video.

Squaf Pigeon (Jared Vollenhoven, Grade 9, Youtube, 70 subscribers)

A breakaway from the mic and screen, Squaf Pigeon is a trick shot channel. Thus far there have been 
basketball and ping pong ball trick shots. If you so desire, you could even represent Squaf Pigeon with the 
available merchandise.

Pordan Plays (Jordan Kruger, Grade 9, Youtube, 14 subscribers)

Fairly fresh to the world of Youtube, this is where Jordan has shared Rainbow Six: Siege gameplay and 
montages.

@birdman_produc�ons (Instagram, 526 followers)

Birdman is the anonymous source of relatable content for Grey boys to lighten the load of stress and 
spruce up morale. With the end of 2019 drawing closer, there have been concerns of the end to this 
beloved page. But, do not fear, it has been confirmed that the first Birdman will be passing the torch to a 
new contender, to let the legend live on. 
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In today's society it is extremely uncommon to meet somebody who hasn't played or formed an opinion about videogames. 
We all have our own opinions but I want to summarise what makes a good game.

Graphics
Graphics are very important when it comes to games. Graphics don't need to extremely realis�c to be good. In a game like 
Cuphead, the graphics and art style are made in the 1930s Disney anima�on style and in a game like Celeste, the art style is 
made with Pixel art. When done correctly Pixel art can look very sa�sfying and smooth. The most common type of art style is 
aiming for realism and sharpness. A great example of this is the recent Shadow of The Colossus remake.

Difficulty
Difficulty can make or break a game, you can either go the route of making a straight forward game where the difficulty 
fluctuates or you can make a hard game which increases in difficulty the further you are in the game. A great example of the 
la�er is the Dark Souls trilogy, these three games made a statement that a game can be difficult and memorable at the same 
�me. They feature punishing mechanics, an “unfair” levelling system and infuria�ng bosses, however this sets the game up 
to be extremely rewarding once all of these are overcome.

Mul�player
This is what a lot of people search for when they are searching for a new game. For a long �me games were only single player. 
It was fairly uncommon for a game to allow two players. Something else about early games that were mul�player was that 
they was couch party exclusive, this is best shown off in the first Super Mario Bros where the game was played with a single 
controller which was simply past to the other player. Modern games such as Fortnite, PUBG, CS:GO, Call of Duty and Apex 
Legends have very big online scenes, however I'm sure we can all say that online gaming can some�mes be especially 
infuria�ng, whether its lag and constant disconnec�on or simply being outplayed. It is important to remember that a game 
doesn't have to be online to be enjoyable. 

Genre
There are many different genres of games and they are en�rely up to personal preference. Open world, RPG, pla�ormer and 
first person shooters to name a few. My personal favourite game of all �me is The Legend of Zelda: Breath of The Wild, this is 
because the story is incredibly compelling and from the start it gives you the reins. This is because it is open world and gives 
you four main objec�ves but this is not required for the comple�on of the game. I have invested over 200 hours into the game 
and am only 29.99% complete with the game. In summary you have to play a wide variety of games before you know your 
preference. 

Celeste Cuphead

Shadow of 
the Colossus Dark Souls

Super Smash 
Bros Ultimate

Call of Duty: 
Black Ops II
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Replay ability
Nobody wants to buy a game and when they finish it knowing that they have done everything in the game. As I men�oned in 
the previous paragraph, my favourite game is The Legend of Zelda: Breath of The Wild. One of the reasons for this is because 
the game has so much replay ability. The game offers a “Master Mode” a�er the base game is defeated. This mode is 
incredibly difficult because of the changes it makes. One of the changes is the enemies' health and power, the health and 
damage in this game is very simply, each weapon is assigned a number and that is how much damage it deals. The first 
weapon you get in the game is a tree branch; this does a constant 3 damage. Normally the first enemy you encounter is called 
a bokoblin which normally has 13 health, taking 5 hits to kill, however in Master Mode it has 72 health requiring 24 hits 
before it is killed. The problem with this is if it hits you, you die, the end and you would need about 3-4 tree branches to kill it 
since weapons can break in this game.

The Games Community
This especially applies to compe��ve online games like Overwatch, where team coordina�on is required. A toxic community 
is never good, I'm sure we have all had an experience where someone on our team has le� out of spite. This can put anyone in 
a bad mood and twist our opinion on the game. A good and helpful community (making online guides etc.) is always 
necessary for a good game.

Developer
All developers have a different style and ideology when it comes to create a game. I'm sure we all have different companies 
we prefer, I personally enjoy a healthy mix of Triple-A and Indie games. The reason for this is because I enjoy the idea of 
suppor�ng a single or small team of people who poured their heart and soul into a game on a limb. I like Triple-A games 
because I s�ll enjoy playing a game that had a high budget which can be obvious at some points. What NOBODY likes a game 
company that shoves micro transac�ons into a game, I'm looking at you EA - they aren't surprise mechanics!

For the final part of this ar�cle I'm going to hand over to my brother, Aidan, who as much as it hurts to say, has more 
experience on the topic of gaming than me.

Story and Plot 
By Aidan van Loggerenberg

Generally a good game for me personally would mean it grabs your a�en�on straight from the get go. A good game will 
always take you on a journey from the first virtual step taken by your character. A game such as Fallout 4 will instantly hook 
you onto the storyline and allow you to become emo�onally a�ached to the character. Your “bond” with the virtual 
character grows as you play longer. All games deserve to be played for a long amount of �me if you are enjoying it. Back to the 
Fallout 4 example, your character in Fallout 4 goes through a journey and grows (levelling up) the more you play. By having 
control of your characters in-game decisions you “live his/her virtual life”. Games such as Fallout 4 and GTA are very good at 
forming “bonds” between character and player.
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Spider-Man: Far From Home (9.0)
Far From Home brings us back into the life of the friendly neighbourhood Spider-Man, on his journey 
through Europe. Spidey is faced with new threats and challenges, while s�ll recovering from the 
tragic events of Avengers: Endgame. The high quality of comedy and story-telling does jus�ce to the 
character and the franchise. The characters all have their own likeable aspects, and the villain comes 
with a variety of impressive visual sequences, an insane amount of plot twists and an epic theme 
song. However, what really makes this film is the a�ermath of the movie's events, presented to 
viewers a�er the credits, which leaves us nervous for the future of our favourite web-slinger.

Toy Story 4 (8.3)
Toy Story 4 marks the end of the adventures of Woody and the gang. Although on the surface it may 
seem like a child's movie, Toy Story 4 is wri�en more for the many people around the world who 
grew up with the franchise, rather than for any random child. There were hilarious and emo�onal 
moments, from characters both old and new. The ending was undoubtedly sad to watch; however 
the feeling of loss could have been enhanced if the main story focused more on all of the original 
toys together rather than just Woody. Nevertheless, fans of the franchise are presented with an 
entertaining story, beau�fully realis�c anima�on and one last chance to say goodbye to a part of 
their childhood.

The Lion King (8.0)
The new age of live ac�on Disney remakes lives on through The Lion King, even though it cannot 
really be classified as 'live ac�on'. Despite all of the animals being digitally created, the masterfully 
done CGI can make one ques�on this. The soundtrack is s�ll fantas�c, both the instrumental score 
and the sung parts. From a character perspec�ve, the classic is s�ll victorious, especially with the 
less in�mida�ng rendi�on of Scar. Rafiki and the hyenas also felt less memorable. However, this is 
not to say that all characters had a downgrade. The iconic duo Timon and Pumbaa as well as Zazu the 
bird carry the film on a comedic front. As far as the story, it remains nearly unchanged from the 
original anima�on, which is bad and good. The movie was slightly disappoin�ng in comparison to 
what was achieved in the Aladdin remake, which maintained the essence of the original but had 
modern twists and new addi�ons. However, the story of Simba will always be a great one, so they 
couldn't go wrong with it. The movie was a pleasant and fun watch, but besides the visuals, it does 
li�le to be any be�er than the outstanding classic.

Movies to go watch:
IT: Chapter 2
The second part of a successful adap�on of the Stephen King classic, IT 2 takes place 27 years 
a�er the first part. The story follows the now grown-up kids as they are called to once again 
face Pennywise, who is undoubtedly creepier than before.

Good Boys
An epic adventure is born when 12-year-old Max asks his best friends for kissing advice. 
Before they know it, they’ve lost Max’s dad’s drone and their innocence is lost to the world 
around them as they encounter different obstacles on their quest to retrieve the device.

Rambo: Last Blood
Stallone returns in a the final isntallment, for one more of Rambo’s missions, to save a friend’s 
kidnapped daughter. Rambo will face his past and do what is necessary on this final journey of 
vengeance.
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